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Abstract

We introduce a syntactically enhanced
word alignment model that is more flex-
ible than state-of-the-art generative word
alignment models and can be tuned ac-
cording to different end tasks. First of
all, this model takes the advantages of
both unsupervised and supervised word
alignment approaches by obtaining anchor
alignments from unsupervised generative
models and seeding the anchor alignments
into a supervised discriminative model.
Second, this model offers the flexibility of
tuning the alignment according to differ-
ent optimisation criteria. Our experiments
show that using our word alignment in a
Phrase-Based Statistical Machine Trans-
lation system yields a 5.38% relative in-
crease on IWSLT 2007 task in terms of
BLEU score.

1 Introduction

Word alignment, which can be defined as a
problem of determing word-level correspondences
given a parallel corpus of aligned sentences, is a
fundamental component in Phrase-Based Statisti-
cal Machine Translation (PB-SMT). The dominant
approach to word alignment are generative models,
including IBM models (Brown et al., 1993) and
HMM models (Vogel et al., 1996; Deng and Byrne,
2006). While generative models trained in an un-
supervised manner can produce high-quality align-
ments given a reasonable amount of training data,
it is difficult to incorporate richer features into such
models. On the other hand, discriminative models
are more flexible to incorporate arbitrary features.
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However, these models need a certain amount of
annotated word alignment data, which is often sub-
ject to criticism since the annotation of word align-
ment is a highly subjective task. Moreover, param-
eters optimised on manually annotated data are not
necessarily optimal for MT tasks. Recent research
attempts to combine the merits of both genera-
tive and discriminative models (Fraser and Marcu,
2007), or to tune a discriminative model according
to MT metrics (Lambert et al., 2007).

In this paper, we introduce a simple yet flexible
framework for word alignment. To take the ad-
vantage of the strength of generative models, we
use these models to obtain a set of anchor align-
ments. We then incorporate syntactic features in-
duced by the anchor alignments into a discrimi-
native word alignment model. The syntactic fea-
tures we used are syntactic dependencies. This de-
cision is motivated by the fact that if words tend
to be dependent on each other, so does the align-
ment (Ma et al., 2008). If we can first obtain a set
of reliable anchor links, we could take advantage
of the syntactic dependencies relating unaligned
words to aligned anchor words to expand the align-
ment. Figure 1 gives an illustrative example. Note
that the link(c2, e4) can be easily identified, but
the link involving the fourth Chinese word (a func-
tion word denoting ‘time’)(c4, e4) is hard. In such
cases, we can make use of the dependency rela-
tionship (‘tclause’) betweenc2 andc4 to help the
alignment process.

Figure 1: Dependencies for word alignment
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Our experiments show that using our word
alignment approach in a PB-SMT system can sig-
nificantly improve the system over a strong base-
line. The experiments also show that syntax is ben-
eficial in word alignment. Given that the intrinsic
quality of word alignment measured using F-score
does not correlate well with PB-SMT performance
measured using BLEU, we conducted experiments
that can directly optimise the word alignments ac-
cording to BLEU score. Experiments show that we
can achieve higher performance using such an op-
timisation procedure and our word alignment ap-
proach is more flexible in a PB-SMT framework.

2 Syntactically Enhanced Word
Alignment Model

2.1 General Model

Given a source sentenceC = cJ
1

that consists
of J Chinese words{c1, · · · , cJ} and target sen-
tenceE = eI

1
which consists ofI English words

{e1, · · · , eI}, we seek to find the optimal align-
mentÂ such that:

Â = argmax
A

P (A|cJ
1 , eI

1)

We use a model (1) that directly models the link-
age between source and target words similarly to
(Ittycheriah and Roukos, 2005). The Chinese-to-
English word alignmentAC→E = {i|aj = i}
is modelled as shown in (1). We decompose this
model into an emission model and a transition
model ( 4). The emission model can be further
decomposed into an anchor alignment model (2)
and a syntactically enhanced model (3) by dis-
tinguishing the anchor alignment from the non-
anchor alignment.

p(A|cJ
1
, eI

1
) =

J∏

j=0

p(aj |c
J
1
, eI

1
, a

j−1

1
) (1)

=
1

Z
· pǫ(A∆|c

J
1 , eI

1) · (2)
∏

j∈∆̄

p(aj |c
J
1 , eI

1, a
j−1

1
, A∆) ·(3)

J∏

j=1

p(aj |aj−1, A∆) (4)

2.2 Emission Model

2.2.1 Anchor Word Alignment

The anchor alignment modelpǫ(A∆) aims to
find a set of high-precision links. Various ap-
proaches can be used for this purpose.

We can use the asymmetric IBM models for
bidirectional word alignment and derive the inter-
section. Using this approach, we can obtain a set
of anchor alignmentsA∆ = {i|i ∈ ∆}. Subse-
quently, the anchor model is estimated as follows:

p(aj) =

{
α if aj = i andi ∈ ∆,
1−α

I
otherwise.

The parameterα can be optimised on the develop-
ment set. In our experiments we setα = 0.9.

2.2.2 Syntactically Enhanced Word
Alignment

The syntactically enhanced model is used to
model the alignment of the words left unaligned
after anchoring. We directly model the linkage be-
tween source and target words using a discrimina-
tive word alignment framework where various fea-
tures can be incorporated. Given a source wordcj

and the target sentenceeI
1
, we search for the align-

mentaj such that:

âj = argmax
aj

{pλM
1

(aj |c
J
1
, eI

1
, a

j−1

1
, A∆)} (5)

= argmax
aj

{

M∑

m=1

λmhm(cJ
1 , eI

1, a
j
1
, A∆, Tc, Te)}

In this decision rule, we assume that a set of highly
reliable anchor alignmentsA∆ has been obtained,
andTc (resp.Te) is used to denote the dependency
structure for source (resp. target) language. In
such a framework, various machine learning tech-
niques can be used for parameter estimation. The
feature functions we used are described in sec-
tion 3.

2.3 Transition Model

Given the anchor alignment, the first-order transi-
tion probability model ( 4) can be defined as fol-
lows:

p(aj|aj−1, A∆) =

{
1.0 if ∈ ∆,

p̂(aj |aj−1) otherwise.

Such a definition implies that an anchor align-
ment is always believed to be a correct alignment,
maximum likelihood estimates obtained on a gold-
standard word alignment corpus are used when the
current wordfj is not involved in an anchor align-
ment. The estimation of̂p(aj |aj−1) is calculated
following the homogeneous HMM model (Vogel
et al., 1996). Under this model, we assume that the
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probability depends only on the jump width(i−i′),
in order to make the alignment parameters inde-
pendent of absolute word positions. Using a set of
non-negative parameters{c(i − i′)}, the transition
probability can be written in the form:

p(aj|aj−1, A∆) =
c(i − i′)

∑I
i′′=1

c(i′′ − i′)

We use the refined model which extends the HMM
network withI empty wordse2I

I+1
and adds param-

eterp0 to account for the transition probability to
empty words (Och and Ney, 2003).

If a zero-order dependence is assumed in a tran-
sition model, the emission models is the only in-
formation to guide the word alignment.

2.4 Model Interpolation

We interpolate the general alignment model (1) as
follows:

p(A|cJ
1 , eI

1) =
1

Z
· pǫ(A∆|c

J
1 , eI

1)
1−λ ·

∏

j∈∆̄

p(aj |c
J
1 , eI

1, a
j−1

1
, A∆)1−λ ·

J∏

j=1

p(aj |aj−1, A∆)λ

We can use factorλ to weight the emission model
and transition model probabilities so that the sys-
tem can be optimised according to different objec-
tives.

3 Feature Functions for Syntactically
Enhanced Word Alignment

The various features used in our syntactically en-
hanced model can be classified into two groups:
statistics-based features and syntactic features
which are similar to those in (Ma et al., 2008)

3.1 Statistics-based Features

The statistics-based features we used include IBM
model 1 score, Log-likelihood ratio (Dunning,
1993) and POS translation probability. We choose
these features because they are empirically proven
to be effective in word alignment tasks (Melamed,
2000; Liu et al., 2005; Moore, 2005).

3.2 Syntactic Features

The dependency relationRe (resp. Rc) between
two English (resp. Chinese) wordsei and ei′

(resp. cj and cj′) in the dependency tree of the

English sentenceeI
1

(resp. Chinese sentencecJ
1
)

can be represented as a triple<ei, Re, ei′> (resp.
<cj, Rc, ej′>). Given cJ

1
, eI

1
and their syntactic

dependency treesTcJ
1

, TeI
1

, if ei is aligned tocj and
ei′ aligned tocj′ , according to the dependency cor-
respondence assumption (Hwa et al., 2002), there
exists a triple<cj , Rc, cj′>.

While we are not aiming to justify the feasibility
of the dependency correspondence assumption by
proving to what extentRe = Rc under the condi-
tion described above, we do believe thatcj andcj′

are likely to be dependent on each other. Given the
anchor alignmentA∆, a candidate link(j, i) and
the dependency trees, we can design four classes
of feature functions.

3.2.1 Agreement features

The agreement features can be further classified
into dependency agreement features and depen-
dency label agreement features. Given a candidate
link (j, i) and the anchor alignmentA∆, the depen-
dency agreement (DA) feature function is defined
as follows:

hDA−1 =






1 if ∃ <cj , Rc, cj′>, <ei, Re, ei′>

and(j′, i′) ∈ A∆,

0 otherwise.

By changing the dependency direction between the
words cj and cj′ , we can derive another depen-
dency agreement feature:

hDA−2 =






1 if ∃ <cj′ , Rc, cj>, <ei′ , Re, ei>

and(j′, i′) ∈ A∆,

0 otherwise.

We can define the dependency label agreement fea-
ture1 as follows:

hDLA−1 =






1 if ∃ <cj , Rc, cj′>, <ei, Re, ei′>

and(j′, i′) ∈ A∆,Rc = Re,

0 otherwise.

Similarly we can obtainhDLA−2 by changing the
dependency direction.

3.2.2 Source word dependency features

Given a candidate link(j, i) and anchor align-
ment A∆, source language dependency features
are used to capture the dependency label between a

1Note that we used the same dependency parser for source
and target language parsing.
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source wordcj and a source anchor wordck ∈ ∆.
For example, a feature function relating to depen-
dency type ‘PRD’ can be defined as:

hsrc−1−PRD =






1 if ∃ <cj , Rc, cj′>

andRc =‘PRD’,

0 otherwise.

By changing the direction we can obtain
hsrc−2−PRD.

3.2.3 Target word dependency features

Target word dependency features can be defined
in a similar way as source word dependency fea-
tures.

3.2.4 Target anchor feature

The target anchor feature defines whether the
target wordei is an anchor word.

hsrc−1−PRD =

{
1 if i ∈ a∆,

0 otherwise.

4 Experimental Setting

4.1 Data

The experiments were carried out using the
Chinese–English datasets provided within the
IWSLT 2007 evaluation campaign (Fordyce,
2007). We tagged all the sentences in the training
and devset3 using a maximum entropy-based POS
tagger, namely MXPOST (Ratnaparkhi, 1996),
trained on the Penn English and Chinese Tree-
banks. Both Chinese and English sentences are
parsed using the Malt dependency parser (Nivre et
al., 2007), which achieved 84% and 88% labelled
attachment scores for Chinese and English (each
has 11 dependency labels) respectively.

4.1.1 Word Alignment

We manually annotated word alignments on de-
vset3. Following recent research in measuring
word alignment quality for SMT purposes, we set
all the word alignment links as sure (S) links (cf.
(Fraser and Marcu, 2007)). IWSLT devset3 con-
sists of 502 sentence pairs after cleaning. We used
the first 300 sentence pairs for training, the follow-
ing 50 sentence pairs as validation set and the last
152 sentence pairs for testing. The various statis-
tics for the gold-standard corpus is listed in Ta-
ble 1.

Chinese English
Train Sentences 300

Running words 2,231 2,704
Vocabulary size 636 709
Sure links 2773

Dev. Sentences 50
Running words 445 451
Vocabulary size 205 212
Sure links 555

Eval. Sentences 152
Running words 1,107 1,149
Vocabulary size 394 413
Sure links 1400

Table 1: Chinese–English word alignment gold-
standard corpus statistics

4.1.2 Machine Translation

Training was performed using the default train-
ing set (39,952 sentence pairs), to which we added
the set devset1 (506 sentence pairs) and devset2
(500 sentence pairs).2 We used devset4 (489 sen-
tence pairs, 7 references) to tune various param-
eters in the MT system and IWSLT 2007 test set
(489 sentence pairs, 6 references) for testing. De-
tailed corpus statistics are shown in Table 2.

Chinese English
Train Sentences 40,958

Running words 357,968 385,065
Vocabulary size 11,362 9,718

Dev. Sentences 489 (7 ref.)
Running words 5,717 46,904
Vocabulary size 1,143 1,786

Eval. Sentences 489 (7 ref.)/489 (6 ref.)
Running words 3,166 23,181
Vocabulary size 862 1,339

Table 2: Corpus statistics IWSLT 2007 data set

4.2 Alignment Training and Decoding

In our experiments, we treated anchor alignment
and syntactically enhanced alignment as separate
processes in a pipeline. The anchor alignments
are kept fixed so that the parameters in the syn-
tactically enhanced model can be optimised.3 We
used the support vector machine (SVM) toolkit,
SVM light4 to optimise the parameters in (5). Our
model is constrained in such a way that each

2More specifically, we chose the first English reference from
the 16 references and the Chinese sentence to construct new
sentence pairs.
3Note that our anchor alignment does not achieve 100% pre-
cision. Since we performed precision-oriented alignment for
the anchor alignment model, the errors in anchor alignment
will not bring much noise into the syntactically enhanced
model.
4http://svmlight.joachims.org/
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source word can only be aligned to one target
word.

In SVM training, we transform each possible
link involving the words left unaligned after an-
choring into an event. Positive examples (aligned
pairs) are assigned the target value1 and nega-
tive examples (unaligned pairs) assigned−1. Us-
ing this training data, we can build a regression
model to estimate the reliability of alignment given
a pair of words. The value of functional margin
obtained by applying the regression model serves
as the emission probability in our word alignment
model.

For the first-order transition model, we estimate
the transition probability on a gold-standard word
alignment corpus in training. In decoding, the best
alignment path is searched out using a Viterbi-style
decoding algorithm. The interpolation factorλ can
be optimised on development set. When a zero-
order transition model (a uniform transition distri-
bution) is used, we constrain the emission proba-
bility by a thresholdt, which is set as the minimal
reliability score for each link. Again,t can be op-
timised according to the development set.

The decoding is performed separately in two
directions (Chinese-to-English and English-to-
Chinese), and we then obtain the refined align-
ments as the final word alignment.

4.3 Baselines

4.3.1 Word Alignment

We used the GIZA ++ implementation of IBM
word alignment model 4 (Brown et al., 1993; Och
and Ney, 2003) for word alignment, and the heuris-
tics described in (Koehn et al., 2003) to derive the
intersection and refined alignment.

4.3.2 Machine Translation

We use a standard log-linear PB-SMT model as
a baseline: GIZA ++ implementation of IBM word
alignment model 4,5 the refinement and phrase-
extraction heuristics described in (Koehn et al.,
2003), minimum-error-rate training (Och, 2003), a
trigram language model with Kneser-Ney smooth-
ing trained with SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) on the En-
glish side of the training data, and Moses (Koehn
et al., 2007) to decode.

5More specifically, we performed5 iterations of Model 1,5
iterations of HMM,3 iterations of Model 3, and3 iterations
of Model 4.

4.4 Evaluation

We evaluate the intrinsic quality of the predicted
alignmentA with Precision, Recall and the bal-
anced F-score withα = 0.5 (cf. (Fraser and
Marcu, 2007)).

Recall=
|A ∩ S|

|S|
Precision=

|A ∩ S|

|A|

F-score(A,S, α) =
1

α
Precision(A,S)

+ 1−α
Recall(A,S)

Research has shown that an increase in AER does
not necessarily imply an improvement in transla-
tion quality (Liang et al., 2006) and vice-versa (Vi-
lar et al., 2006). Hereafter, we use a Chinese–
English MT task to extrinsically evaluate the qual-
ity of our word alignment. The translation output
is measured using BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).

5 Experiments

5.1 Word Alignment Results

We performed word alignment bidirectionally us-
ing our approach to obtain the refined alignments
(Koehn et al., 2003) and compared our results with
two strong baselines based on generative word
alignment models. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 3. We can see that both the syntactically en-
hanced model based on HMM intersection anchors
and on IBM model 4 anchors achieved higher F-
scores than the pure generative word alignment
models. It is also can be seen that zero-order
syntactic models are better in precision and first-
order models are superior in recall. The best result
achieved 2.99% relative increase in F-score com-
pared to the baseline when we use IBM model 4
intersection to obtain the set of anchor alignments.

model Precision Recall F-score
Model 1 65.98 70.64 68.23

+Syntax-zero-order 80.71 69.93 74.93
+Syntax-first-order 72.84 73.36 73.10

HMM refined 73.80 73.86 73.83
+Syntax-zero-order 83.65 70.14 76.30
+Syntax-first-order 77.17 76.07 76.62

Model 4 refined 75.87 78.14 76.99
+Syntax-zero-order 84.59 74.50 79.29
+Syntax-first-order 80.21 77.57 78.87

Table 3: The performance of our syntactically en-
hanced word alignment approach
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5.2 Machine Translation Results

Table 4 shows the influence of our word align-
ment approach on MT quality.6 From Table 4, we
can see that our zero-order syntactically enhanced
model based on Model 4 anchors achieved 1.82
absolute BLEU score (5.38% relative) improve-
ment compared to its baseline counterpart on the
test set, which is statistically significant (p<0.002)
using approximate randomisation (Noreen, 1989)
for significance testing. However, the first-order
model suffers from overfitting problems, with a
significant improvement on the development set
and no improvement on the test set.

dev test
Baseline-Model4 24.13 33.85

+Syntax-zero-order 25.41 35.67
+Syntax-first-order 25.47 33.70

Table 4: Syntactically enhanced word alignment
for PB-SMT optimised according to BLEU

5.2.1 Different Optimisation Criteria

The parametert (threshold) for zero-order mod-
els can be optimised with either F-score (OFscore)
obtained on a gold-standard word alignment cor-
pus, or BLEU score (OBLEU) on a development
set of an MT system as the objective. Similarly
for first-order models, parametersλ andp0 can be
optimised according to these two criteria. Given
that we have a very limited number of parame-
ters to optimise (just two, i.e.tc→e for Chinese–
English andte→c for English–Chinese in the zero-
order model, and three parameters, i.e.λc→e, λe→c

and p0 in the first-order model), we used a sim-
ple greedy search algorithm by search a predefined
set of possible parameter settings. For example,
we tried different value combinations from the set
{−1.7,−1.6, · · · , 0.0} for tc→e and fortc→e. Ta-
ble 5 shows the results according to different opti-
misation criteria using Model 4 intersected align-
ments as anchors.

For the zero-order model, the best parameter set
is tc→e = −1.0 and te→c = −0.6 according to
F-score; however, according to BLEU, the best pa-
rameters aretc→e = −0.8 and te→c = −0.9.
From Table 5, we can see that the BLEU score ob-
tained when word alignment is optimised accord-
ing to F-score is slightly inferior (not statistically
significant) to that when optimised according to

6Note that the only difference between our MT system and the
baseline PB-SMT system is the word alignment component.

BLEU. The search graph of optimisation accord-
ing to BLEU is shown in Figure 2. The different
optimisation criteria do not have much impact on
the F-score. For the first-order model, the best

BLEU F-score
dev test dev test

Zero-order OFscore 24.74 35.21 77.49 79.23
OBLEU 25.41 35.67 76.98 79.25

First-order OFscore 23.75 34.32 76.41 78.87
OBLEU 25.47 33.70 70.75 72.33

Table 5: Optimising syntactically enhanced word
alignment for PB-SMT

Figure 2: Search graph obtained when optimising
BLEU

parameter setting isλc→e = 0.2, λe→c = 0.2 and
p0 = 0.6 according to F-score. However, accord-
ing to BLEU, it is λc→e = 0.9, λe→c = 0.3 and
p0 = 0.8. From Table 5, we can observe that pa-
rameters optimised according to BLEU suffer from
overfitting. The word alignment optimised accord-
ing to F-score not only yields a higher F-score,
but also achieves better performance on the test set
when used in a PB-SMT system.

5.2.2 Phrase Extraction

To further investigate the impact of our word
alignment on SMT, we compared the extracted
phrase table using our word alignment against the
baseline phrase table. Figure 3 shows the size of
the phrase tables when the system use different
word alignment. We observed that using the zero-
order syntactically enhanced word alignment tends
to extract fewer phrase pairs (more word alignment
links) when optimised according to BLEU. As an
exception, the first-order word alignment which
suffered from overfitting extracted far more phrase
pairs (fewer word alignment links) when optimised
according to BLEU. All syntactically enhanced
word alignments lead to larger phrase tables.
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Figure 3: A comparison of the number of phrase
pairs

5.2.3 Scaling Up

To test the scalability of our approach, we added
in a further 130K sentence pairs from HIT cor-
pus provided for IWSLT 2008 evaluation cam-
paign. We re-use the parameters obtained from the
IWSLT 2007 corpus in these experiments. Table 6
shows the results. For the zero-order syntactically
enhanced model optimised according to BLEU, we
observed an increase of 1.69 absolute BLEU scores
over the baseline on the development set; on the
test set, however, no improvement was achieved.
For the first-order model, given the parameters we
obtained on IWSLT 2007 data set by optimising
BLEU suffered from overfitting, the consequence
can also be seen on the experiments using the
larger data set. From these results, we can see the
limitation of the optimisation process and a more
informative objective function is needed to achieve
better performance.

dev test
Baseline-Model4 27.05 35.65
Syntax-zero-order OFscore 26.93 35.35

OBLEU 28.74 35.47
Syntax-first-order OFscore 27.05 35.16

OBLEU 28.17 34.95

Table 6: Scaling up syntactically enhanced word
alignment for PB-SMT

6 Comparison with Previous Work

(Fraser and Marcu, 2007) proposed a semi-
supervised model that can take advantage of both
generative and discriminative models. However,
in their model word alignment is still a standalone
component in PB-SMT and cannot be tuned for
PB-SMT performance. (Lambert et al., 2007) at-
tempted to tune a discriminative word alignment
model directly with MT in mind. Our work in-
vestigates the tuning of word alignment that takes

advantage of both generative and discriminative
word alignment models. (Ma et al., 2008) pro-
posed a similar word alignment framework; how-
ever, their word alignment was only tuned accord-
ing to AER and the improvement for PB-SMT sys-
tem was not statistically significant. We show that
by tuning word alignment according to PB-SMT
performance, we can achieve significantly better
results.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a flexible syntacti-
cally enhanced word alignment model that can be
tuned according to different end tasks. This model
takes the advantages of both unsupervised and su-
pervised word alignment approaches by obtaining
anchor alignments from unsupervised generative
models and seeding the anchor alignments into a
supervised discriminative model. This model of-
fers the flexibility of tuning the alignment accord-
ing to different optimisation criteria.

Our model is superior to generative word align-
ment models in terms of both intrinsic and extrin-
sic quality. We observed a 2.99% relative increase
in F-score compared to the best baseline system.
Using our word alignment in a PB-SMT system
yields a 5.38% relative increase in BLEU score.

In the future, we first plan to conduct an in-
depth investigation regarding what type of word
alignments are beneficial to MT. We also plan to
refine the optimisation criteria to avoid overfitting
problems. Finally, we will conduct experiments in
other domains and on other language pairs.
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